A database for the 3D structures of available compounds is essential for the virtual screening by molecular docking. We have developed the LigandBox database (http://ligandbox.protein.osaka-u.ac.jp/ligandbox/) containing four million available compounds, collected from the catalogues of 37 commercial suppliers, and approved drugs and biochemical compounds taken from KEGG_DRUG, KEGG_COMPOUND and PDB databases. Each chemical compound in the database has several 3D conformers with hydrogen atoms and atomic charges, which are ready to be docked into receptors using docking programs. The 3D conformations were generated using our molecular simulation program package, myPresto. Various physical properties, such as aqueous solubility (LogS) and carcinogenicity have also been calculated to characterize the ADME-Tox properties of the compounds. The Web database provides two services for compound searches: a property/chemical ID search and a chemical structure search. The chemical structure search is performed by a descriptor search and a maximum common substructure (MCS) search combination, using our program kcombu. By specifying a query chemical structure, users can find similar compounds among the millions of compounds in the database within a few minutes. Our database is expected to assist a wide range of researchers, in the fields of medical science, chemical biology, and biochemistry, who are seeking to discover active chemical compounds by the virtual screening.
Databases for chemical compounds are essential for drug discovery and chemical biology; however, until a few years ago, most of the chemical databases were not free, and charged fees for accesses. The lack of a free online database has been a barrier to drug discovery by academic researchers 1,2 . However, in 2004, the PubChem database was launched as an open repository for chemical structures and their biological test results 3 . Shortly thereafter, other free databases, such as ChEMBL 4 and ChemSpider (http:// www.chemspider.com), were released. Meanwhile, virtual screening approaches are being widely used to discover new biologically active compounds from a database of compounds using various computational techniques [5] [6] [7] [8] . They have been classified into two classes; ligand-based and receptor-based screenings. The ligand-based screening uses a 2D or 3D chemical structure of known active compound to retrieve other potential active compounds from a database using similarity measures. The receptor-based screening uses a 3D structure of receptor protein, into which compounds from the database are docked and ranked using potential energy functions. The 3D ligand-based screening and receptor-based screening require 3D conformations of library compounds; however, most of the free chemical databases mainly collect 2D structures of chemical compounds.
To address this issue, we developed the new Web database LigandBox (LIGANds DataBase Open and eXtensible), containing purchasable chemical compounds for the purpose of drug development, particularly in-silico drug docking studies 9 . The compounds are mainly from the suppliers' catalogues, and each compound is characterized by its 3D conformers, electrical charges, and calculated physical properties. They are ready to be used for docking calculation with the standard docking programs, such as UCSF DOCK 10 , AutoDock 11 , and sievgene 12 . We released the first version of the LigandBox database in 2004, and distributed it by sending DVDs to researchers who requested them 9 . In April 2012, we released the LigandBox Web server, after obtaining the suppliers' permissions to open their compound data.
Several 3D chemical compound databases were also developed. At this moment, the largest and the most popular 3D database is the ZINC database 13, 14 . It contains over twenty million commercially available compounds with their 3D conformations and electrical charges, for docking calculation using the UCSF DOCK program 10 . Other 3D databases, such as MMsINC 15 and CoCoCo 16 were also developed. Recently, the PubChem database generated 3D conformers of 92.3% of all the compounds 17 . The basic concept of LigandBox is similar to those of the other 3D compound databases, but our Web database has four characteristics. First, the 3D conformations and the associated property data in LigandBox are produced and maintained by our program package myPresto, whose sources are freely downloadable from our WEB site. In contrast, most of the other databases employ commercial programs, such as CORINA 18 and OMEGA
19
. Second, our database provides several unique properties for the selection, such as aqueous solubility (LogS) and carcinogenicities, which are not described in other databases. These values are useful to select potential active compounds from a huge compound library before starting docking calculation. Third, our LigandBox server provides a chemical search engine for the maximum common substructure (MCS) using our kcombu program 20 . Most chemical databases provide a descriptor and substructure searches; however, MCS searches are rarely implemented in them. The similarities detected by the MCS search are more intuitively understood because one-to-one atom correspondences of two chemical structures are explicitly shown. This search engine is useful to extract new potential active compounds structurally similar to known active compounds. The program kcombu is also freely downloadable from our Web site. Fourth, LigandBox contains about one million unique compounds that are not registered in the ZINC and PubChem databases, although our database is smaller than them.
Material and Methods

Sources of chemical compounds
The chemical compound data were obtained from the catalogue of Namiki Shoji Co., Ltd., the KEGG DRUG / KEGG COMPOUND databases 21 , and the ligands of PDB database. The Namiki Shoji catalogue contains more than four million compounds from 37 suppliers. The catalogue is provided twice a year and the LigandBox data are updated once a year. When the LigandBox data are updated, all of the compounds in the previous version are discarded; those in the latest catalogue are newly registered. Some of the compounds in LigandBox may become stock-out between the updating times. The KEGG DRUG database stores the approved drugs in Japan, USA and Europe. The KEGG COMPOUND database stores a collection of small biochemical molecules relevant to biological systems. These data are provided in an SDF or mol file format, with the 2D coordinates (X and Y coordinates), but often lack hydrogen atoms. The ligands of PDB are downloaded in an SDF file format with ideal 3D coordinates from the RCSB PDB Web site. The numbers of 2D molecules and 3D molecules are summarized in Table 1 . The source suppliers and databases of the LigandBox compounds are summarized in Table 2 . 
Procedures to generate 3D conformations
We will briefly explain the six step procedures to generate the 3D conformations. Further details are available in our previous report 9 . (i) Removing counter ions: The counter ions of the chemical compounds are removed. If the molecule consists of two or more connected components, then only the largest connected component is kept.
(ii) Adding hydrogen atoms: After removing the counter ions of the chemical compounds, the Hgene program in myPresto is used to predict the missing hydrogen atoms from the bond connection table. The dominant ion form at pH 7 of each compound is prepared (for example R-COO -, R-NH 3 + ) for the protein-compound docking study, while the undissociated form is provided in many compound database (for example R-COOH, R-NH 2 ). (iii) Assignment of force field parameters: the tplgeneL program in myPresto assigns the energy parameters of the molecular force field. We employ the general AMBER force field (GAFF) minute to generate a 3D structure, about a few minutes to calculate physical properties for one chemical compound, using the standard Xeon CPU with one core. A few months are required to calculate 3D structures and physical properties for the four million compounds using about 100 CPU cores.
Calculation of Physical Properties
Several properties are calculated to annotate the physical and the ADME-Tox (adsorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity) properties of each molecule. The properties stored in LigandBox are summarized in Table 3 . The molecular weight, molecular charge, number of hydrogenbond donors, number of hydrogen-bond acceptors and number of chiral atoms are calculated using our in-house programs. The energies of LUMO and HOMO are calculated using the MOPAC AM1 model, and these values are closely related to the photosensitivity. The LogS value of the aqueous solubility is one of the most important values for the ADME property. Compounds with poor solubility tend to have poor absorption, low stability, fast clearance and nonspecific binding 23 . The LogS value is often regarded as a similar measure to the LogP value, which is more widely used than the LogS value. Other free compound databases, such as ZINC and PubChem, store the LogP values, because the LogP value is more easily observed by experiment and more easily predicted than the LogS value. However, the LogP is physically different from the LogS value. The LogP value is defined as the partitioning coefficient between noctanol and water, has been accepted as the measure of the . A compound with a higher aggregation probability tend to more aggregate. It also reflects non-specific binding ability of the compound. lipophilicity or membrane permeability. In other words, LogS includes the free energy for melting a crystal of compound, whereas LogP does not. Our LogS value is predicted by the machine learning method based on chemical substructure descriptors and properties derived from MD simulations 24 . The aggregation probability is estimated based on the LogS value, and this probability reflects the non-specific binding of the compound. The carcinogenicity values are predicted using Fujitsu's ADMEWORKS program ver. 6.0 (http://jp. fujitsu.com/group/kyushu/en/services/admeworks/), which was developed based on ADAPT system (ADAPT Computational Chemistry Software Rev. 3.0, Molecular Design Ltd, San Leandro, CA, USA). ADMEWORKS predicts the properties by a multi-linear regression method, based on values of topological, geometric, physicochemical and substructure descriptors derived from the molecular structures.
Outline of the database system Figure 1 shows the outline of our database system. The top Web page is shown in Figure 2A , and an example of a molecule stored in the database is shown in Figure 2B . 20 . By copying and pasting a SMILES string, a 2D molecular structure in LigandBox can be easily exported to other programs.
As shown in Figure 1 , we prepare two files for the searching: the property file and descriptor file. The property file contains all of the calculated physical properties, molecular names, and chemical IDs for all of the 2D molecules. The descriptor file is for the chemical structures search, containing the atom-pair descriptors for all of the molecules. For the property/chemical ID search, a simple in-house program searches the property file by queries of molecular names, chemical IDs, and upper and lower values of physical properties and the hit molecules are shown. These hit molecules can be downloaded in a 3D MOL2 file format. A random selection of hit molecules is also available. This function is useful to generate a decoy dataset for testing performances of virtual screening methods. For the structure search, a descriptor comparison for the descriptor file is performed before the MCS comparison, as described in the next section. The machine of the WEB server has eight CPU cores. One job for the chemical structure search or property/chemical ID search uses only one CPU core. 
Chemical Structure Search
The chemical structure search is performed by the combination of a descriptor search and the 2D maximum common substructure (MCS) search. The MCS is defined as a maximum substructure present in two molecules with the same atom types and bond connections. Similarities detected by the MCS are more intuitively understood than the descriptor search, because corresponding atom pairs between two molecules are explicitly indicated as shown in Figure 3 . However, because the MCS requires a large computational cost, we employ the descriptor search as a preliminary filter. As the first step of the search, the descriptor search using the atom-pair descriptors quickly finds similar compounds to the query molecule structures. The atom-pair descriptors encode all pairs of heavy atoms in a molecule together with the atom types and the length of the topological distance (shortest path distance) between them
28 . An example of the atom pair descriptor is shown in Figure 4 . Second, the MCS comparisons are performed against the 2D SDF file library, for the restricted number of similar compounds found by the descriptor search. The maximum number of compounds for the MCS calculation is restricted to 1,000 as the default. It is because the MCS comparison is much slower than the descriptor search, although the MCS provides a one-to-one atom correspondence between two chemical compounds. The kcombu program is used for the MCS calculation, based on the build-up heuristic algorithm 20 . Various types of common substructure searches are available through the Web server, including isomorphic, substructure, connected MCS (C-MCS), and topologically-constrained disconnected MCS (TD-MCS). TD-MCS is a disconnected MCS allowing only the θ difference in the topological distance of the corresponding atom pairs (θ = 0,1,2). It can sensitively detect weak similarities, such as compound pairs with differentlength linker atoms. Examples of C-MCS and TD-MCS results are shown in Figure 3 .
The Web server accepts a query chemical structure in various ways: uploading SDF/MOL2/PDB files from the user's local computer, pasting a SMILES string and drawing a molecular structure by the JME editor 29 , as shown in Figure   Figure 2 A. top page of the LigandBox database. B. An example page for a molecule. We show the molecule with the LigandBox ID = 02453005, provided by two suppliers, ENAMINE and UOS. This molecule has one chiral carbon, but its chirality is not clearly described in its SDF file provided in the supplier's catalogue. Two 3D conformations, 02453005-01 and 02453005-02, are generated in the 3D mol2 format. 3D conformations are visualized by Jmol (http://www.jmol.org).
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. A search for similar compounds against millions of compounds in the database can be accomplished within a few minutes. For the similar compounds in the library, their corresponding parts are highlighted by larger circles, as shown in Figure 5B . These similar compounds can be downloaded in a 3D MOL2 file format.
Results and Discussions
Comparison with the ZINC and PubChem databases
We examined the overlapping compounds with the ZINC database 13, 14 , which is the most popular 3D compound database, by checking for compounds with identical unique SMILES string (Table 4) . This is a rough comparison, because our unique SMILES is the original classic style: it ignores all of the hydrogen atoms and the stereo chemical isomers 26, 27 . "All Purchasable" compounds (updated: 2012-03-15) in the ZINC 12 database were used for the comparison. The total numbers of compounds are about 4 million for LigandBox, and 19 million for the ZINC database. The number of unique SMILES strings in ZINC is 66% of the total number, whereas that in LigandBox is not much different from the total number of compounds. This is because the ZINC database registered multiple conformers and tautomers, generated from the same 2D structure, as independent chemical entries. The number of SMILES commonly found in LigandBox and ZINC is 2.67 million, which is 64.6% of LigandBox, and 20.3% of ZINC. In the LigandBox database, 1.46 million unique compounds are stored, whereas 10 millions are unique in the ZINC database. Most of these 1.46 million unique compounds are from common suppliers working with both LigandBox and ZINC. We guess this difference may occur because versions of our compound catalogues from the suppliers may be different from those used for the ZINC database.
Similarly, the overlapping compounds with the PubChem database were examined ( Table 5 ). The SDF files of PubChem compounds (updated: 2012-09-06) were used for the comparison. A unique SMILES string was calculated only for the largest connected component if the compound consists of multiple connected components. The total number of PubChem compounds is about 35 million, that of unique SMILES strings in ZINC is 28 million (shown in Table 5 ). The number of SMILES commonly found in LigandBox and PubChem is 2.97 million, whereas that of unique SMILES compounds in LigandBox for PubChem is 1.16 million, which is not much different from number of unique compounds for ZINC (1.46 million compounds shown in Table 4 ). Among these 1.16 million unique compounds, 1.05 million compounds (90.7%) are common in the 1.46 unique compounds for ZINC. For a comparison of generated 3D structures in LigandBox and ZINC, we calculated the root mean square deviations (RMSDs) for the corresponding compound pairs with identical SMILES strings. Among the 2.7 million pairs, we only used 2.3 million pairs with identical chiralities. Only heavy atoms were used for the calculation. As shown in FigFigure 5 A. The chemical structure search page. B. The result page for the chemical structure search. 
3D structural comparison with PDB database
We compared 3D structures of LigandBox and ZINC database with corresponding 3D structures stored in PDB to evaluate accuracies of the 3D structures. First, we selected 2,821 chemical compounds registered both in LigandBox and ZINC databases, which have corresponding compounds in PDB with the same SMILES strings and chilarities. 3D structures of compounds in PDB were obtained from the file "all-pdb.tar.gz" on the Ligand Expo database (http://ligandexpo.rcsb.org). This file contains all the 3D structures in PDB for each type of molecules. Some molecules have several 3D conformations. For example, "IRE" molecule ("iressa") has 4 structures, whereas "ATP" molecule has 1,550 structures. If more than one 3D structure are available in PDB, the smallest RMSD value was employed for the statistical analysis. Figure 7 shows RMSD distribution of LigandBox and ZINC structures with PDB structures. These two distributions are very similar. It suggests that our myPresto program package has a similar prediction ability to commercial programs employed by the ZINC database.
Chiralities and protonations
When we generated the 3D conformations from the original 2D coordinates, we paid attention to their chiralities and protonation states, which may affect the accuracy of virtual screening. First, among 4 million compounds in LigandBox, 1.2 million compounds have chiral atoms. Among these chiral compounds, only 0.1 million compounds (mainly natural compounds and approved drugs) have stereo parity information in the corresponding 2D mol/SDF files from the suppliers' catalogue. For the 1.1 million compounds with ambiguous chiralities, LigandBox generated multiple 3D conformers and stored the energetically stable conformations, although this procedure increased the size and the redundancy of the database. Even if the stereo information is available, it sometimes has inconsistencies, especially when the compounds have complicated chiral ring systems. The chiral ambiguity in the database is one of the reasons why we employed the non-chiral SMILES and MCS in LigandBox.
Second, we assume the protonation of the dominant ion form at pH 7; however, this may not be realistic for all cases. Recently, the problem of tautomerism (the intramolecular movement of hydrogen from one atom to another) has been emphasized 30 . Between some tautomeric molecules, the type of a corresponding bond (such as single, double, triple) may not be the same. This means that the ambiguity of protonation can affect not only a structure-based virtual screening, but also a 2D-ligand-similarity search. For example, when we create links between different chemical databases using the MCS and SMILES comparisons, these methods may not find identical compound pairs if they have different tautomeric chemical 2D structures. We are planning to prepare multiple protonated and tautomeric forms for one molecule in the future. To find all of the tautomers of the query molecule, our chemical structure search engine (shown in Figure 5 ) ignores types of bonds and hydrogen atoms in the default setting. 
Conclusion
LigandBox is a 3D chemical compound library available for efficient structure-based virtual screening with a MCS structure search engine. Some of compounds in LigandBox are unique; they are not registered in ZINC and PubChem, and thus LigandBox is complementary to other related 3D chemical databases. The MCS search engine enables users to find novel similar molecules for known active molecules. We hope our database contributes to toward the discovery of new active chemical compounds by virtual screening.
